
al·lur·ing  
[al-ler-ring]

Adj.  
i.  To be highly attractive

ii. To attract with 
something desirable

   al          uring 

●  Lady ‘l’ you have a slim, ‘gamine’ figure.
●  You have narrow hips, tend not to be too curvy and you look like you’ve 

just stepped off a nearby catwalk.
●  If you put on weight, it’s more of an extra layer rather than area focussed.

Identity      

If you look in the mirror and sometimes feel a little boyish in structure, look 
yourself in the eyes, embrace your body and sing a verse of ‘I am woman 
hear me roar’, then get your supermodel figure out that door (with or 
without the fillets). 
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Final Word   

a.  You can get away with light underwear choices (lucky you), but to up the 
femininity try a ‘waspie’ to nip in the waist and enlist a little bra boost in 
the form of a chicken fillet or two. Then *insert wolf whistle here* you’re 
Lady ‘X’.

b.  With you it’s all about, choice, choice and CHOICE. You can wear 
unstructured styles that focus on quirky trend rather than body shape OR 
you can up the gawp factor by using the underwear tips above to slip into a 
jaw dropping figure hugger with your new curves and work it like a red 
carpet.

c.  You can totally find a fashion ally in trousers and jeans. Experiment with 
couture looks and severe tailoring to achieve an editorial look worthy of 
the glossies.

d.  Others may fear tactile fabrics, eye popping patterns and squint worthy 
colours, but not you, oh no, you can get aboard the good ship bold and ride 
the wave.

e.  You should make a skinny waist belt your friend, that way you can give 
your outfits a centre focus and add a little shape without too much hard 
work.
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